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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

8-31-2019 Labor Day Struggle to Navigate 'Gas + Oil' Uncertainty of the 2019
Ford WindmillCAR's labor in the USA to make $777 Trillion now in Mecca's Banks.
$$$ Riches beyond belief just go a Google Search of Mecca Images. 
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8-31-2019 Olive oil should be poured lavishly and used up quickly. Experts say
that freshness, more than color or price or place of origin, determines its quality.
United States Department of Agriculture does not require any date labeling for
olive oil, even a “best by” or “sell by” date. The best way to ensure you are buying
fresh oil is simply to find a brand with date-labeling that you trust, and stick with
it. Or do a 1 Click Amazon for specs and genius tutors on a stale olive oil litmus
test sticker on the side of the bottle invention. Diagnosis of Olive Oil in the super
computer and your anatomy links on their web page too. 

777 Trillion Shrimp served for Labor Day 2020 link on 1 Click Amazon IP invention
projects. 
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8-31-2019 Labor Day; Once, they co-wrote academic papers, discussed the new
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. 

8-31-2019 Labor of Love; Nobel in building the Gravity Engine Ford, how will we
discover it's elements. Reading 'Animal Farm' again getting to the Windmill on the
Farm chapter or some 1 Click Amazon link we talked about time and time again like
super conductivity? Rx Never Forget Perfume and the Gravity Engine Elements. 4
MD Wife's front Page NY Times, grin. When Greg gets married to 4 MD Women
at the Hemingway House. Wedding gift is the Yale Key West Medical School. 

8-31-2019 Mar-a-Lago, his Palm Beach, Fla., resort had broken a cardinal rule in
discussing the president’s White House Trump Tower and now the Mar-a-Lago
Trump Tower 88 stories next to them. Cardinal Sin is no Vatican Orders to build
88 Story Towers around the world. Mecca religious leaders built 40,000 for
Moslems. Family housing with iMac, Mac Book Pro's, Treadmill Desk, 1 Click
Amazon links to 1,001 IP with specs and genius tutors. Cardinal Sin. 

8-31-2019 No more sitting alone with 4 MD Wife's; 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a
year not just one like not just one MD wife. 

8-31-2019 Trump with 4 Wife's in a executive order, no MD Women though. Why
Not. Trump’s Personal Assistant, Madeleine Westerhout, Shared Intimate Details
of First Family. Mr. Trump said Friday that his Ms. Westerhout had been drinking
when she “said things about my children” to reporters, comments he called “a little
bit hurtful.” 
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8-31-2019 "U.S. Imposes Sanctions on Wandering Iranian Oil Tanker" By ALAN
RAPPEPORT and DANIEL VICTOR 

8-31-2019 "U.S. Imposes Sanctions on 20 Wandering Yale Key West Medical
School Hospital Ships, WHO will testify this was a War Crime by Trump, 20
Hospital Ships." By ALAN RAPPEPORT and DANIEL VICTOR 

8-31-2019 Tensions Over Kashmir Rise but India Says No Plans for War, or War
on Pink Cancers World Wide... Pink Caste System in India. 

8-31-2019 Before Hurricane Dorian’s Arrival Comes a Question: Stay or Exodus is
the Question. Do we on Earth stay with Oil or change to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's
and Exodus to Sirius? Hurricane's and Tornados can be moved out to sea or way
high above ground. 

8-31-2019 Trump's no more talks on Tobacco Sanctions either; North Korea Says
Hope of More U.S. Talks Is ‘Disappearing’. Hope of a Tobacco Free USA is
Disappearing over $$$ Oil Money and now Tobacco Money. A Cardinal Sin as Pope
Francis should have put Vatican sanctions on Tobacco decades ago as millions of
Catholics died from lung cancer, most in Rome. 

8-31-2019 In a Tweet Taunting Iran, Trump Releases an Image Thought to Be
Classified; Iran released a Taunting Picture of $777 Trillion in cash... Iran Oil
Tankers loaded 10 story's high with USD Cash on the high sea's of riches beyond
belief. Jews want all this Cash!! And the Jews though Trump was a friend, friend
who does not give them $777 Trillion in Cash in Iran Today. 

8-31-2019 Yes your Children should get paid for reading all Hemingway Novels and
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bio's. No, Your Kid Shouldn't’t Get a Gold Star for Reading. To raise a lifelong
literature lover, make it fun, not work." By PAMELA PAUL Paul doesn't write at
the Wall Street Journal on good investments by parents. If he did and had read
all of Hemingway's Nobel Novels... he would have urged Parents to pay the
Children for reading. And looking for Windmill invention spinoffs in 'Animal Farm.' 

8-31-2019 Southernmost Point and in front of the cosmetic shops. Hawking is
hawking and it is illegal. Point is Alpha Centauri. Cuba is 90 Miles. Alpha Centauri
is 4.3 light years and a better trip than going to Cuba so lets build the USS
NASA. Hawking this name just might get the Point across we are not alone in the
Universe. 

8-31-2019 "Then came a life-changing diagnosis of vascular dementia." Cause of
vascular dementia is War. Sanctions on Iran Oil Tankers and the bombing of the
Yale Key West Medical School in Key West on 3-4-2011. By Lynda Elizabeth
Jeffrey. "I remember clearly who Curt Plott was: a young captain in the Marines;
a Ph.D. in education at age 28; assistant executive director of the California
Teachers Association; president of the Illinois Education Association; head of
Johns Hopkins Medical Institution’s human resource department; and for the last
18 years of his professional life, chief executive of the American Society for
Training and Development, now known as Association for Talent Development. For
decades, my husband was known as a brilliant and dynamic leader." Scam by the 2
White Men at 1984 HQ who put sanctions on your 2019 Ford WindmillCar and
1,001 Rx Miracle Cure Spin offs like Salk II would have given Humanity. Yes a
cure for Pink Cancer too so don't feel to bad learning this Liz as you don't have
breast cancer. Vascular dementia is not a War they want to hear about. Brain
Cancer Cure is a Moon Shot not a $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project. 

8-31-2019 "30 years of murder rates by the FBI. The Missing Numbers in
Preventing Murders, is the number of Ford WindmillCar's coming off the Ford
Assembly line..." 

8-31-2019 Labor Day at the Regal Theaters; get paid to watch movies if you are
willing to do the labor building Miracle Inventions. 9 Movies to watch as this is a
16 hour double shift. Star Dust added to concrete. And Styrofoam cups that are
recyclable. ‘Eureka Day Labor’ Day Labor Office waiting for hours for a Job Call
holding a STOP and SLOW sign at a black top paving intersection. Movie about
back top paving the streets vs concrete mixed with Star Dust. NY Times; Our Best
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Labor Day Recipes: Ribs, Potato Salad, and More. I don't think so, NY Times best
front page recipes for Labor Day 2019 would be the Rx Recipe for the Pink
Perfume and Rx Recipe for Starbucks Pink Latte that cures all stages of breast
cancer in 8 days. NY Times is now willing or able to go against these Rx Recipe
censors at 1984 HQ. How to Manage Your Mental Illness at Work @ the NY
Times. In Smarter Living Section. Utopia, Abandoned is the 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR. Love connected by driving a Ford-Windmillcar. As this Model Ford
will drive you to the Yale Key West Medical School and your wedding with 4 MD
Wife's at the Hemingway House Writing Class, on Labor Day 2019. 1,001 Nobel
Novels with a Invention Character in every chapter. Edison II and of course Salk
II. 

8-31-2019 Olive oil should be poured lavishly and used up quickly. Experts say
that freshness, more than color or price or place of origin, determines its quality.
United States Department of Agriculture does not require any date labeling for
olive oil, even a “best by” or “sell by” date. The best way to ensure you are buying
fresh oil is simply to find a brand with date-labeling that you trust, and stick with
it. Or do a 1 Click Amazon for specs and genius tutors on a stale olive oil litmus
test sticker on the side of the bottle invention. Diagnosis of Olive Oil in the super
computer and your anatomy links on their web page too. 
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777 Trillion Shrimp served for Labor Day 2020 link on 1 Click Amazon IP invention
projects. 

Library Treadmills and Starbucks in the Harvard Libraries with delivery 24/7. 

8-30-2019 Labor of Love; Nobel in building the Gravity Engine Ford, how will we
discover it's elements. Reading 'Animal Farm' again getting to the Windmill on the
Farm chapter or some 1 Click Amazon link we talked about time and time again like
super conductivity? Rx Never Forget Perfume and the Gravity Engine Elements. 4
MD Wife's front Page NY Times, grin. When Greg gets married to 4 MD Women
at the Hemingway House. Wedding gift is the Yale Key West Medical School. 

8-30-2019 No more sitting alone with 4 MD Wife's; 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a
year not just one like not just one MD wife. 
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8-30-2019 Labor of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ; Pieces of the Chevron Tengiz Oil
expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships built for the project. 20 Hospital Ships
ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard Faculty. 

8-30-2019 This Labor Day, Bonfire Workers in a Fiery Wreck, we Consider all
those Top Brass performers and others who work days, nights and weekends to
enrich you with Oil and Gas in Texas and Saudi Arabia. Putin in Moscow. Labor Day
the real one Kerry would say drives the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a Windfall of
Riches for the Workers who will be on a Ford assembly line 16 hours a day 7 days
a wee for the first year. Ford this time will give a bonus of 1 Ford WindmillCAR to
all assembly line workers not taxed by the IRS as income, grin. Trump; Then he
sent for an admiral, who came in resplendent in white and gold and blue, a
gorgeous creature who made me feel like a drab peahen... Yes the Admiral was
drunk as a Arab Oil Rig Worker. Abstract Workers are at NASA without much to
do as the 100 Car Super Shuttle Train is only a Canada Oil Train of 100 Tanker
Cars on this Labor Day. If the crash, a 100 Car Train (burning to death 47 in
homes along the tracks) a few years ago would have changed Canada Oil and Gas
Politics NASA would have its 100 Car Super Shuttle Train today. 

8-30-2019 FBI raids home of UAW president. Federal agents United Automobile
Workers arrested for building 'gas engine' Cars. Cop Cars on the side of the road
writing a ticket rear ended bursting into flames, Bush censored these pictures like
Officer Jason from the front page picture in the NY Times for a decade... 

8-30-2019 No more sitting at your desk for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, grin!
FDA and DA "Hospitals Should Replace Infection-Prone Scopes With Safer Models,
F.D.A. Says" "Reusable duodenoscopes, used for internal examinations of patients,
have been linked to a series of hospital outbreaks." 1 million infections from one
patient to another, while the 2 White Men sit at their desk at 1984 HQ. A War
Crime! InventBook and 1 Trillion Amps Volts from the 2019 WindmillCAR, 1 Click
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Amazon links to IP invention projects to stop all 1 million hospital acquired infects
in 2019 is not a priority of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ and to spend $1 Trillion
on this is not authorized by the Joint Chiefs of Staff Generals. 

8-30-2019 NY Times needs to get Dr. Lisa Sanders MD to write a Art of the
Diagnosis on the duodenoscopes. 

8-30-2019 She lay on the floor a long time. Her only movement was from the
hiccups that had become her sometime companion since all this started. Her phone
rang. It was a friend who had planned to visit. Instead, the friend came and took
her to the E.R. at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in West Hollywood. 

8-30-2019 A Replay of this Bad Experience; She lay on the floor a long time -
she had to rush to the bathroom to vomit. She made a half-dozen more trips that
day. Her throat was on fire, and she felt as if she had the worst case of
heartburn. A Replay of this Bad Experience; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5... A Replay of this Bad
Experience; she became terrified as no MD or Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in
West Hollywood could cure her! She’d seen many, many doctors in New York City!!
She still lost 40 pounds! Her speech was slightly slurred. Her s’s sounded more like
sh’s. “I see two of you,” the patient told him when he examined her again. For the
last few days, she’d been seeing two of everything. Covering either eye, she could
see normally. This changed everything... patient’s problem was in her brain. The
weakness in her tongue should have lit a light in the MD diagnosis brain. And once
a problem is configured a certain way in a doctor’s brain, it can be hard to
reconfigure it. A Brain Problem for both MD and patient. M.R.I. showed that the
brain was normal and that there was no tumor compressing the patient’s brainstem.
But there was a single lesion. It was a stripe of bright white indicating brain
injury, and it ran down the lower half of the brainstem to the top of the spinal
cord. 
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8-30-2019 It took two weeks to get the antibody test back; it was positive. The
patient had NMO. This unusual disorder, first described a century ago, is now
understood to be caused when the immune system mistakenly attacks a type of
brain cell known as an astrocyte, which is found primarily in the optic nerve, the
brainstem and spinal cord. It can be a devastatingly destructive disease if not
treated. 

8-30-2019 She had an unusual autoimmune disorder called neuromyelitis optica
(NMO). NMO. This unusual disorder, first described a century ago, is now
understood to be caused when the immune system mistakenly attacks a type of
brain cell known as an astrocyte, which is found primarily in the optic nerve. 

8-30-2019 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Art of the Diagnosis would have saved
this women 100 MD visits and years of torture. E.R. at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center in West Hollywood Dr. Grant and neurology service. Dr. Steven Sykes. Both
have a 1 Click Amazon link with specs and genius tutors, them selves, grin. Next
Day Diagnosis and Rx treatments. 

8-30-2019 More 1 Click Amazon links. Immunosuppressants discovery between
1990-2000 • Tacrolimus (Prograf?) • Mycophenolate Mofetil (Cellcept ?) •
Basiliximab (Simulect ?) • Cyclosporine Microemulsion (Neoral ?) • Daclizumab
(Zenapax ?) • Rabbit Antithymocyte globulin (Thymoglobulin ?) • Sirolimus
(Rapamune ?) 6 
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8-30-2019 1 Click Amazon links to all these Rx Recipes... Immunosuppressants
discovery between 1990-2000. 

8-30-2019 At the moment, only two duodenoscopes with disposable parts are
available, one made by Pentax Medical and one by Fujifilm. 

8-30-2019 AT WAR "Afghan War Casualty Report: Aug. 23-29 At least 49 pro-
government forces and 21 civilians were killed in Afghanistan during the past
week." By FAHIM ABED 

8-30-2019 At Pink Breast Cancer WAR "Pink War on Breast Cancer Causality
Report: Aug. 23-29. At Least 1,001 USA women died a tortured death and were
refused a Pink Grave at Arlington. World Wide in London and Paris 100,000 Pink
dead, tortured by their governments with troops in Afghanistan Baghdad. during
the past week." By FAHIM ABED 

8-30-2019 Rx Pink Recipes at Starbucks Pink Latte; Big Pharma Is Starting to Pay
for the Opioid Crisis. Make Those Payments Count... Make the Rx Recipe for the
Pink Latte at Starbucks. NY Times just can't get the story correct. 
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8-30-2019 1 Billion People in India and 0 Ford WindmillCARs delivery App - NY
Times!! No this story on India; "India’s Restaurants Rebel Against Food Delivery
Apps" Frustrated by the steep commissions and discounts that apps like Zomato and
Uber Eats push on restaurants, thousands have started a movement to #Logout
from them. By VINDU GOEL and AYESHA VENKATARAMAN Frustrated by Vindu
and Ayesha Ford waits to drive them to Journalists war crimes trial Apps, grin. 

8-30-2019 Labor of Love story in the NY Times gone wrong in so many art of the
Diagnosis ways. They all died at the end of her story without inventing Polygamous
marriage for Harvard Professors attracted to 1 billion young chinese women in the
USA and didn't brainstorm a cure for the Professor losing his mind. All was sex
and money. Chin built 1 million gas stations as they were living at Harvard, Yale,
Oxford were ever the Campus was. How many were there. Harvard has the stats
not the NY Times article. Was he a Casanova fueled by lust, or was theirs a
gradual kinship, sparked by a shared fascination with high-Tc superconductivity?
Who made the first move? He was 60 she was 30 in the front row of his physics
lecture. 

8-30-2019 
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No more sitting at your Desk at the CIA or FBI this is your New Desk and it
comes with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and
genius tutors on your 82" HDD monitors. $$$ $777 Trillion is a lot of money, grin.
Mecca has it all today. 

Gas that fuels sex flows through Harvard and Yale today and can be turned off by
the Harvard Faculty. As Kerry would say out in the Real World. 

8-29-2019 Pieces of the Cheveron Tengiz Oil expansion arrive on a fleet of 20
ships built for the project. 20 Hospital Ships ordered NOT ordered by the
Harvard Faculty. 
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8-29-2019 20 Hospital Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard Faculty.
Pieces of the Tengiz expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships built for the project.
A Windswept Plain, a Sea of Oil and a Mountain of Money A Chevron-led joint
venture among several energy companies is spending billions of dollars in Kazakhstan
to expand an oil field remarkable for its longevity, promise and risk. Pieces of the
Tengiz Oil expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships built for the project. 20 Hospital
Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard Faculty. 

8-29-2019 AI Red Light Cameras; The number of people killed by drivers running
red lights has hit a 10-year high, and AAA is urging drivers and pedestrians to use
caution at traffic signals. In 2017, the latest figures available, 939 people were
killed by vehicles blowing through red lights, according to a AAA study of
government crash data. It's the highest death toll since 2008. 

8-29-2019 F-35 Radar on all Cars and Roads; since before 2008... ha!! 

8-29-2019 FBI; For almost 180 agencies reporting data to the F.B.I. in 2015,
2016 and 2017, there was no connection between percent change in murder
clearance rate and percent change in murders. 
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8-29-2019 FBI; iPhone iDash Cam iCop iTicket in your car. Never pulled over as
iCops are in your car like F-35 Radar and the GPS Google Map tracking your day
and life. Every red light you pass tracks your GPS iPhone. This would have changed
the murder rate of wife's and VFW Drunken DUI road kills and fiery wrecks. The
Washington Post reviewed almost 55,000 murders in America’s largest cities over
the last decade. 555,000 traffic accident deaths without AI Red Light Cameras,
F-35 Radar on all Cars. iPhone iDash Cam iCop iTickets in your car. Cheveron-
Exxon-Mobil and Saudi Oil Company murdered their USA inventions, and there are
1 million pages marked Secret about this at the FBI and Los Alamos. Forgot the
iPhone caller ID gives her all Trumps Background info when he calls... Star Wars
Caller ID, Syphilis, HIV, arrest... ran 101 red lights. 

8-29-2019 Von Hevesy and Rona’s findings were important for other scientists...
Rx Recipe's Pink. 

8-29-2019 Rona was one of those who learned to prepare the polonium, which
made her in demand by high-profile labs. 

8-29-2019 Rona traveled to Paris to work on making concentrated polonium sources
alongside Irene Joliot-Curie, Marie Curie’s daughter. Rona’s polonium went on to be
used in numerous experiments. 
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8-29-2019 Rx Recipes to be used in numerous Starbucks Latte's, grin! 

8-29-2019 Rona outlived many of her colleagues, who died prematurely of ailments
related to radiation exposure. She was always careful, buying a protective gas
mask for herself when her supervisor declined to, and survived at least two lab
explosions. 

8-29-2019 9/11 workers told by Bush and the Mayor of NYC no need to wear a
mask all died a tortured death from cancers. 

8-29-2019 Rona She died on July 27, 1981. She was 91. A 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR was in Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation Warehouse on July 27, 1981. 

8-29-2019 Von Hevesy and Rona’s findings were important for other scientists,
but the tracers, for which von Hevesy eventually won the Nobel Prize, turned out
to have even broader uses: For decades now, doctors have injected radioactive
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tracers into patients to aid in diagnosing conditions like cancer and heart disease. 

8-29-2019 Wang Guodong, Who Painted Mao Year After Year, Dies at 88. He
received one of China’s highest — and most intimidating — honors: responsibility for
creating the huge portrait that gazes down on Tiananmen Square. 

8-29-2019 WHO at the UN would 'Paint' - "Spray Painted Black Clouds of Diesel
in the Traffic Ahead" 

8-29-2019 Sweet Girls paintings in the Anna Sweet Gallery in Key West have lungs
painted in diesel only a MD painting can 'Picture'. 

8-29-2019 Germans to accept the harsh terms of the Versailles Treaty. Today
Germans accept $4 gas and $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues blood money from USA
and Saudi Arabia. WW III Jewish Exodus to Sirius and victory over Mecca and
Allan was sabotaged by the Germans greed for Oil Riches. 
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8-29-2019 "One of those who opened doors for her was Franklin Roosevelt, then a
young assistant secretary of the Navy. In her memorable telling, “He listened
carefully to my plea. Then he sent for an admiral, who came in resplendent in
white and gold and blue, a gorgeous creature who made me feel like a drab
peahen,” and secured permission for her work." Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at
Starbucks, only $7 Trillion. 

8-29-2019 The Remarkable Life of the First Woman on the Harvard Faculty. Alice
Hamilton, an expert on public health, foresaw the rise of fascism in Germany." By
Karenna Gore Alice retiring in 1935. She died in 1970, at age 101. In part
because of Hamilton’s long life, much of it spent in public, her influence extended
through the 20th century. She was an inspiration to Eleanor Roosevelt, and she
conducted her last industrial study in 1937 under Franklin Roosevelt’s labor
secretary, Frances Perkins. A century has passed since the steamship brought her
across the Atlantic - Harvard Faculty will sail across the Atlantic powered by 1
Windmill Turbine Generator on a Carnival Ship holding 5,000 as the Windmill
Turbine is cold at -454 C super conductivity. How today 8-29-2019 we must get
the Harvard Faculty to be super conductive in Powering the 2019 Ford windmillCAR
to stop the rise of "Bone Saw" Prince's from Saudi Arabia, with God is Great
murders every day around the world. Gas that fuels them flows through Harvard
and Yale today and can be turned off by the Harvard Faculty. As Kerry would say
out in the Real World. 

8-29-2019 20 Hospital Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard Faculty.
Pieces of the Tengiz expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships built for the project.
A Windswept Plain, a Sea of Oil and a Mountain of Money A Chevron-led joint
venture among several energy companies is spending billions of dollars in Kazakhstan
to expand an oil field remarkable for its longevity, promise and risk. Pieces of the
Tengiz expansion arrive on a fleet of 20 ships built for the project. 20 Hospital
Ships ordered NOT ordered by the Harvard Faculty. 


